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Notation

A = area of vent

D = characteristic dimension, side of square, diameter, or width of
irifinite'strip

F = shape function of Lin affecting velocity of rising gases

G = shape function of Lin affecting surface area of flame envelope

H = convective heat flux

L = flame length

Q = volumetric rate of, flow

T = absolute temperature

U = wind speed

W = width of rectangular burning zone, width of window

X = modified dimensionless flame length

a = curtained area

c = specific heat

d = depth of curtain

f = a function of (general)

g = gravitational acceleration

h = height of bUilding

1 = length of rectangular burning zone

m = mass flow rate

n = shape factor

p = curtain perimeter

q = index

r = Yokoi's characteristic dimension, effective radius

s = distance along the trajectory

v = sidewa;ys velocity of entrainment

w = upward velocity on central vertical axis

x = horizontal length

z = height
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THE SIZE OF FLAMES FROM NATURAL FIRES

by

P. H. THOMAS

INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses one of the features of ~'atural fires that has
been least studied, namely the length of the turbulent flames rising
from the burning fuel.

Horizontal sources of fuel in still air are considered first, either
cir'cular or square or in the form of an infinite strip, each characterized by
a single linear dimensi'on D' (diameter or width). 'The effects of wind are
discussed later. The fuel is the' gas or vapour generated by the heating of
a solid or liquid. This heating is, of course, accomplished for large fires
by the heat transfer from the flame zone 'itself. However, the solid or liquid
fuel can be regarded as a burner of ' dimension D, and the mass rate of burning
m tr'eated as an independent variable. '

-, The fuel burns in a flame zone to a height, L producing a column of hot
gases. At heights above the top of the flame this column may be considered
as a the'mal' plume with constant convective heat flux. It is possible to
correlate data on velocity and temperature in this plume for isothermal
atmospheres by means of dimensionless variables deduced either from the
appropriate differential equations or from eleme~tary considerations of
buoyancy and the conservation of convected heat. Because it will be shown
that data on flames can be related approximately to data obtained in studies
of non-reacting hot gases, reference will first be made to such dimensionless
variables.

The temperature rise g at a height z, in the centre of a plume of
negligible initial momentum is determined by the convected heat flux H, the
specific heat c, the density.l the coefficient. Of. expansion of the gas
(1/To) the linear'size of the source D and the acceleration due to gravity
g. Density is conventionally assumed constant in plumes and jets except where
it affects local buoyancy. Considerations of .tne conservation of heat and the
relation between momentum and'buoyancy or,'alternatively, a direct dimensional
analysiS of the above variables leads to the relationship for a plume

® -,
, = J(~) ..........

"For a point source or for an extended scurce at values of z
compared with D this correlation.must become' independent of D
well known result is obtained

large
and the

i.e.

IX...(~ )5/3
,z '

. '.r _

<>( 'J~~/~5j3, . . (2)

For a line sour-ce, the co'rrelation must similarly be independent of ,Do'
except that H.. must only appear as the heat per, unit length of the line •. ,
source, i.~o Ln equation, (1) H is replaced by ,ItD and a function, is' found



J-.' _." ~'r 1 ..... " •• ,.

such that Q is independent of D.
is then obtained

The we 11 known re sul,t for the line source

f( ~ ) 'I'".~
D-z

,1
i.e. Q ~ H3/z ~ .......... (3)c

Equation (1)· i~ a general form for finite sources except that th~
unspecified function J} depends on the shape of the source. Yokoi{ 1') has in
fact presented correl~tions of this form for a variety of ~~erent shapes of
source in horizontal and vertical planes. Lee and Emmons{2) have recently
given a theoretical treatment of a strip source.

•.• e· •• It ••• II (41.)=k
D

Where there are density dii'ferences between the two mixing fluids, the
mixing, and con~egue~tly the expansion of the plume, can be related to the
excess momentum~3J(4). However, in' applying such arguments in detail to
flames other difficulties arise. Tall flames will be much taller than the
potential core, but smaller flames will not necessarily be so. Heat is
generated in flames 59 'that the conservation Or sensible heat in the convent
ional treatments must be modified to allow for the progressive release of heat
as a result of mixing with air. . The application of theoretical analy~is is
also more diffioult because the flame zone does not necessarily have the simple
geometry a~§Q9~~ted with point or line sources. Arguments ha~e pre~ously

been given\.?H ) for assuming that for any one fuel the height of a turbulent
diffusion flame is related to the volumetric flow rate of fuel Q1 and the
burner dimension D, as described by:

2f(!Q~ )

L
D

For an infini"te a trip source equation

.E. ("~ 2 )
,-1 g D3

(4i) is used in the form:

•• II • • • • • •.• (4ii)

or more generally:

= (- ---- • • • II! • • • •.••.
(41ii)

The variable quantl ties in these.,equations .are similar to those in
equation (1) if Q is regarded as oonstant at the flame tip or if equation
(1) had been repla8ed by a similar. equation involving concentration, and
concentration were put as equal to a cona tant ,: The connection between the
two equations is d~scuBBed below but a more direct derivation of equations (4)
follows immediately whi'ch shows the phy~:i.cal basis more cle!lrly.: SOme
exp~rimental results for the mean upward velocity of t~e gas in the flame zone
are first discussed.

vstocrTY OF" GAsEs :IN THE FLAME ZONE
- . :r· I • ;.',.~ i

Rasbash et a1(7) presented regression equations for-the rate of increase
of flame height during the course of' the sho~t '.~,!s~tion.of' a flame. They
found that the time of burning was a significant," though small, factor for
petrol and. kerosine but not for alcohol and benzole, despite the faot that the
rate of bb.ri1ing varied with time most far benac'le and alcohol and varied little
for kerosine and petrol. However, plotting their original data averaged over
all times ~of burning and intro~cing their. vatu~s fa! ..t~e estimated flame
tempe::tature which varied between 921 and 1218 C f'or th~ f'our fuels, and
assuming =an ambient temperature of' 15°C enab.le s the upward. ve Lccd,ty wt to
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be plotted against V2g eJl ztlTo (Fig. 1) which is the theoretical maximum
velocity at a height. Zt i: the late:al ~ranafer of momentum and friction are
neglected. The stra.J.gnt hne drawn an F~g.1 is:

:: , . (5)

Rasbash(8) recently presented his original data in the form

Pt w
2

. :: 0.'Ll z: (Ii -t~)
which is' virtually identical with equation (5).

. The value z extended from about D/2 for alcohol to 5D for the other
fuels. If the f!ame zone is treated as a region of uniform temperature which
is' constant for a given fuel and a large enough fire, the characteristic mean
upward.velocity for similarly shaped flames where the injection velocity W1 is
small compared with f?1 (Where. L is the mean flame Jei&ht Le. the mean of
Zt) will, from dimensional arguments, be of the form gL. For differently
~liaped flames the inclusion ~ a shape factor may be necessary and the mean
velocity would then more generally be written as:

(6)-w ,<' JiL F(~')
where the bar denotes the mean value over the whole flame height.

The numerical value of J~L for flames say 200 cm high is about 450 cm/s.
The rate w

1'
at which fuel gases leave a burning surface, for example a tank

of fuel, is of the order of 1 C~B which explains why the. velocities are
correlated with buoyancy and not with the rate of burning 'or burner size.

AIR ENTRAINllENT

T9-YIQ'r(9)' introduced the assumpton, later used by Morton
Turner~10) that if air enters a rising column by entrainment,
velocity v is proportional to the local rising velocity w •
into the rising plume ma.Y be then represented by: Z

Taylor and
the entrainment

The total flow

where G represents a shape factor for the enveLope of the flame zone. For
the two dimensio-g.al flame from a strip source ~ is considered instead Of
Q. The flame area pe r unit length of strip would be represented by G (D ) D.
F~om the above assumption regarding the proportionality between v and w,
which is discussed in more detail below, and with the total quantity of ai~ Q.
proportional to the quantity of fuel Q

1
the follOWing relation is obtained 0

from equations (6) and (7)

F( ~:) G( ~ ) D2 •.•••••••• (8)

from which equation (4) follows.

For turbulent flames in which the momentum of the injected fuel is
significant compared with buoyancy, equation (6) must be generalized to

1. Q2
w~ ~ JSLr (~ -) gD~ ) ...... • 0 o. (

9)

is the form of a Froude ,number expre aatng the ratio of the
2'

where .Q1
-'--"":--

gD5
initial momentum to the buoy~ncy .in terms of the characteristic dimension.
Clearly this does not ohange the essential result of equation (4) except that
it shows how Q1 can have a double significance, one related to momentum the
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where buoyancy is of minor importance

other to fuel and air quantity. A decrease in buoyancy relative to orifice
momentum Leads to a decrease in the ve Iocf, ty in the fULl stream and hence to a
lower rate of entrainment and a larger flame. Thus D is an increasing

2
function of Q1 i and ~ should tend to an upper limit which has the value

gD.5
of a turbulent jet(11)(12)(13)(14)
cannot depend on g.,

typical
and f.

D

In equation (7) G is proporti~na1 ,to ~ for cylindrical flames and also
for conical flame B wi th the burner a's the' base and the flame top as the' apex.
It is proportioned to (~)2 for'long conical flames with the flame zone
exp~nding upwards. '

.;

Thus if

the index

G( 1 ) 0<.: ( 1 )0/
D D

q might be expected to

•••••••••• (10)
Lincrease from 1 to 2. wi th increasing D 0

, 1-
If v is taken as proportional to L2 and F constant, equations (8) and

(to). lead to

~
D

(
Q 2

1

gil?

1

~t'1

(11)

.when the 'effect of orifice momentum becomes
Q 2

1
g])5

convex upwards.

1 Q 2
This equation shows. that the D versus 1 . relation on a 10g-16g basis is

. 2 -gns-
Th . d f Q1 th . f 1 't 1 1..e an ex 0 us vanes rom ~ o: '5 as D anc reaaes ,

gD'5.

until at· high values of __~~

q is 1 for strip

Thus ne~ther for long flames

-! .' '1
significant, it tends to zero and D.becomes constant.

sources when~. ~ 1, and the index of ~'iS -So
gp

from finite burners nor from· infinite line burners does theory'suggest that L
depends on D.

It will usually be necessary ~o employ m
1

- which is measured directly
by weighing instead of Q1' and hence use will be made of the relations

m n D
2

0< m1~f Q11

i.e. Q 2 " 2
1

m
1

gnJ =
f~ gD

CRIBS ON SQtWm HORIZONTAL BASE

Cribs of wood (spruce) sticks arranged on a square horizontal base of
side D have been burnt in the laboratory (Fig. 2). By varying the amount of
wood and the design of the crib various mass rates of burning i.e. rates of
weight loss. m

1
could be obtained by direct weighing for a given value of D.

The flame was photographed and the· height measured from the base of the
shallow crib.. The burning rate reached a maximum value which remained steady
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for a period; this and the mean height of the continuous flame zone
corresponding to it were ~ecorded as m1 and L respectively, the flame
heights' being averaged over a period considerably longer than the fraction of
a second taken for a single fluctuation. In the period of steady burning it is
mainly the volatiles from the wood that are involved. Apart from a small amount
of carbonaceous residue burning at the crib edge little carbon burnt until the
flames subsf,ded and the gross rate of burning fell. The results are plotted in
Fig.3 as D" in terms of m" • The viscosity of the volatiles, /"-, was
assumed to be 10-4 c.g.s. ~ units and the density taken as 1.3 x 10-3 gmm/cc.
This is the density of air but the density of the wood volatiles is not properly
known and the value for air has been inserted solely to enable the order of
magnitude of the dimensionless parameter to be seen. Apart from one,result where
it was 1,250, the Reynolds number Re at the orifice (m1 Q1) was over 2,000 in
all experiments but in more than half it exceeded 104. /"1 D " ";' ,,'" " '

Gross(15), at the National Bureau'of Standards, Washington, has burnt sticks
of DOUglas' Fir of square section assembled in the form of cubical cribs. The
Reynolds numbers based on 10-4 c. g.s. units for~1 fell in the range
13 to 6,400 so that some of the results clearly referred to laminar flames, but
all the data where the flames were less than 2 feet (50 em) high have been
excluded and the rest are plotted in Fig.3. These results where the flame height
was measured by eye follow the same trend as the others but are about 20 per cent
higher. For these cubical cribs the crib height is also D, but a reduction of
~ by 0;5 on the assumption that the effective source is at the mid height of
D
the crib is not sufficient to explain the difference between the two sets of
data. Some more recent comparisons suggest that this may be mainly a difference
between visual and photographic measurement.

Use has also been made of some data given by Fons et al(1.6). These refer
to experiments on the spread of a burning zone along a crib of wood (white fir).
Data obtained photographically from these experiments have been plotted using
an equivalent square base defined by D = (Wl)2, where W is the width of the
crib and 1 the measured length of the flame zone in the direction of flame
spread along the crib. The few results where the flame height was not greater
than three times the larger of either W of 1 have ,been excluded because th~

cannot be regarded as approximately radially symmetical. The remainder are
shown in Fig.3.

The best equation for the photographed flames is in terms of the measured
quantities

Lii = 4.4

2
(IDw x 106

, D5 '
:. e.g.s. units ........... (12i)

In accordance with the notion of using air density for the purpose of
plotting results on a dimensionless scale this equation may be written as

L
D = 42 ) 0.61 ........... (12ii)

Rasbash has recently evaluated the flame height of a fire in a whisky
warehouse and estimated the rate of burning from the thermal conditions in the
fire. The result is shown in Fig.4 where the data of Fig.3 are also shown.
Blinov and Khudiakov's(17) data are shown in Fig.4 for tanks greater than 80 em
diameter but no attempt has been made to allow for the different character of
these fuels.

There are in addition two "large-scale" wood fires r-epor-ted i~ detail.
These are the Camps Park fire, re~orted by Broido and McMasters(18) and the
Trensacq test reported by Etienne(19) and Faure(20), (see Table 1). The results
are plotted in Fig.4 and lie below the extrapolation of the laboratory data.
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TABLE 1

Details of large test fires

Type of
information Details· of fire

Fire and reference for
source of details

Ground area within
fire boundary - D2

D

Amount of fuel

Arrangement of fuel

Combustion time

How rate of burning
'R' is evaluated
here

Estimated rate of
burning per unit
area

mil =RjD2

Observation
relating to wind

Flame hei ght

L
D

Camps Park fire(18)

4 acres

162 x 106 cm2

12.7 x 103 em

"About half of 500 tons
of assorted scrap timber ll

"About 2000 (U. S.) gallons
of used crankcase oil"
Oil assumed equal to
34 000 pounds timber
Total: 594 000 pounds

Stacks of timber in
concentric squares
(discontinuous)

After 20 min some of the
piles had stopped
flaming

Assumed that 2/3 of
calorific value released
in the time of 20 min

,g x 594 x 103 x 454 =
3 162 x 106 x 20 x 60

0.93 x 10-3 gram cnr2 5- 1

Because flames were still
bent towards centre 7 min
after ignition the effect
of the wind was
disregarded

50 feet (15.2 m)
Only observation
recorded. Account implies
that there was a period
when the flames from the
individual stacks merged.

0.12

- 6 -

Trensacq fire(20)

803 acres

325 x 108 cm2

18 x 104 em

"Small bushes and
gorse"
1.7 kgm/m2
i.e. 550 x 104 kgn

Natural
vegetation

"About 35 min

Assumed whole
calorific value
released in 35 min
because Faure's
own calculations
were derived this
way

1.7 x 103 x 10-4

35 x 60

= 0.81 x 10-4 gram
cm-2 s-l

The smoke plume
rose vertically so
effect of wind on
flames neglected

"10 - 12 m"

Value taken as
11 m

0.0061

..



. . . . . . . . . . .. (13)

..

In'the Camps Park fire the flames were,reported as merged, for a short time, but
because the .f'ue.L was' in, separated piles 'of timber the, fire may not strictly be
comparable with those in which fuel is spread over the whole "burner" area.
The average rate of burning per unit area m1' was about ~, mgm cm-2' s-1 which is
about an order less, than the values for the laboratory data given in Fig.3. The

, "fuel loading in Etienne's, experiment was lower still giving a mean value of m1'
of about 0.08 mgm cm-2 s-t. Clearly rates of burning per unit area comparable
with the laboratory fires might lead to flames several hundred feet high and
under such conditions the properties of the atmosphere near the ground would
presumably influence not only the plume 'of,' hot gases but the flame too.

For'a'veri'.large fire'ar~a and rates of burning of the order found in a
large fire, ~ may be,so small that turbulence might be expected to break up the
flame envelope. Therefore a large fire could not be considered as havdng a
continuous envelope bounded by the fire 'area, but would tend to become a
collection of fires of probable varying area and number. ' The flame height would
therefore tend to be intermediate between that appropriate to an isolated fire
of smaller size and that obtained by extrapolating the laboratory data assuming
no break up,i.e. assuming these fires are fully merged. This has the effect of
reducing the value of 'L below thai given by equation (l2i) or (ian). These
results suggest that the index 2q + 1, in equation (11) increases above i for'

L 'small values of ' D" This may be due to the break-up of shallow flame envelopes:
Fig.(4) shows how the position of the points would be affected by taking a smaller
value of D. The suggestion given in a previous paper(6) as to how the index
might increase above ~ for small values of L is to some extent unsound as it

, considers total flame envelope area not thatrrprojected vertically. But
consideration might be given to the possibility of heavy cold air 'falling' into
the flame zone from above in between areas of rising fuel and combustion
products.

RELATED GAS EXPERIMENTS

Putman and Speich's data(21) for city gas, which appears to be similar to
methane, follow the law appropriate to a point source, (equations (10)and (11)
with q = 2), and are represented by

L Q1 2

)1/ 5
- 29 (-~

D g D5
:l~

in the range 100< 1. < 200
,D

For the sake of presenting as much data on one graph as possible this
correlation has been modified to make it comparable to 'the data for wood fires.
This has been done on the assumption that the flame tip is defined approximately
by a certain temperature rise and that in flames wholly controlled by buoyancy
the only role of' Q1 or m1 is to be a measure of the fuel supply. Hence for
different fuels L has been assumed to be determined by the enthalpy supply and
the modification based on the ratio of the calorific values of wood volatiles
and city gas. Equation (13) may be written as

,'L =140 m1
2/5 ............ (14)

where 0.6 x 10-3 gram cm-3 was taken at the density of city gas.

Allowing for the difference in calorific values between wood and city gas
the equation for wood volatiles would be

L = 90

- 7 -
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The lower calorif'ic value of wood volatiles means that a higher
volumetric flow (about three times), would be ,required to achieve the same
flame length. But this higher' flow and higher velocity could' result in the
initial momentum (increased about eight times) becoming significant so that
equation (15) may well overestimate the flame length. With this,
reservation equation (14) is ,used in Fig.4 to show the extent of the range
of interest and the.limited parts of the range for which data are available.
The data in Fig.4 covers an immense range of ( m2 ) and it is desirable

f 0 2gD5
to adopt dif'ferent dimensionless variables. X ~s ' accordingly defined
as:

X· ,= -DL, (~)S
m" .

•..•...•• ~ .• (16)

as

. ,

'Figure 5 show's the data of Figs.3 and 4 plotted as X, with I taken
)0 ' against ( W-)% for wood and city gas, transformed as above

to a wood basis.' '

FLAMES FROM CUBICAL ENCLOSURES AND WINDOWS

The second experimental arrangement for which data on flame lengths are
available is shown in Fig.6. Varying amounts of wood (spruce) were burnt
inside a cubical enclosure having one side completely open. The mean rate
of burning in the period when the burning was approximately constant and the
corresponding mean flame height were measured, the latter visually. Some
unpublished data of Webster and Smith of the Joint Fire Research Organization
are included in addition to data previously published(6). The results which
cover a range of t, 1 and 2-inch sticks in cribs of heights varying from 4
to 16 inches in 2 and 3 feet cubes are plotted in Fig.7. The Reynolds
number ( -lIL.) with j.A equal to 10-4 c.g.s. units varied from 2 300

JV'1 /
to 5 400. These results also lie on a line of similar form to that for the
open fires given in Fig.3 but this correlation is relatively less well
established in view of the small range of D.

s:

..

(17)" " .

As shown above flames from an infinite strip source should follow
equation (11) with q = 1 and Q, replaced by Q1 D so that

2
L ~ Q~ '3

In the range of these experiments with cubical boxes the results do
follow this law although departures from it might be expected when

(a) the flames are short in comparison with the size of the wood
crib and the box and

(b) when the flame is very much longer than the width of the strip,
in this case D, so that it is no longer two dimensional.

The equation to the line in Fig.7 is
2

L = 400 IDw'3 c.g.s. units •. '., ' " (18)

for 1.5< ~< 4 -
In an enclosure there is the added feature of entrainment in the

horizontally moving stream under the 'roof', but this might be expected to
be small because of the relative difficulty of exchanging cold gas with
lighter hot gas flowing over it(22). Equation (18) should be increasingly
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close the the equation for a horizontal strip source as the ratio: ~ increases.

Some experiments have been made by Thomas, Pickard and Wraight(23) for wood
fires on effectively infinite strips of width D and the results are shown in
Fig.7 together with equation (18). There is indeed a discrepancy for small
values' of ~ but at higher values the two sets of data tend to a similar form.

The disCrep~cy at small values of ~ arises from the difference in geofetr,y
between the two situations. The slight discrepancy at large values of ~ may
well arise from the difference between visual and photographic assessmenls of L.
It should be emphasized here that these results do not apply where there is a
vertical 'wall' above the opening though such results would be expected to be
correlated by a relation of the same form. A one-sided flame could be regarded
as having the same height as a two-side flame burning twice the fuel (1). From
this argument it would be expected from equation (18) that a one-sided flame
would be 2~, i.e. 1.6 times taller than a two-sided flame for the same value of
m1·

COMP~SON WITH CALCULATIONS OF
ENTRAINMENT'

It has been shown that flame lengths can be correlated by equations deduced
from simple flow theory. These theoretical equations do not give the numerical
value of flame length but only the form of the variation with m1 and scale.
However, in the following sections the significance of the numerical results
obtained experimentally will be discussed in the light of quantitative
considerations of the entrainment of air with flames. These results will be (1)
compared with those from experiments on the flow of hot gases for which Yokoi
assumed the flame length to be the distance to the point where the rise in
temp erature 500 de gC •

Entrainment into buoyant turbulent flames as opposed to plumes, where the
density difference is small, has not 60 far been wide~ studied but it can be
shown from the data of Rouse, Yih and Hlimphries(24) that the horizontal velocity
of entrainment v, is 0.16 times the upward velocity w in t~ centre of the
plume at the same level. A momentum jet of local density ;Ve entrains
surrounding fluid of density;Po at a rate dependent on the excess momentum(3)(4)
and it can be shown that this implies that

v ...............

which will be here" assumed to apply to flames. In a flame from an infinite strip
source it is therefore assumed that

"-
v'o( 0.t6 Pi w ...•'...'.. "... (29)

. --and for a nominal temperature rise of 1000 degC and "\~ equal to 2900J( this
becomes

v = 0.075 W

Because this discussion is only concerned with obtaining an approximate
comparison it is assumed that equation (5) applies at all values of z less
than Zt as well as at '2:.c itself and that it applies to line sources as well
as radially symmetrical ones. Likewise equation (21) will be assumed to apply to
radially symmetrical sources as well as to line sources. These apprOXimations
are sufficient for the immediate purpose of this paper; further experimental work
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in these fields is necessary before it is worthwile undertaking more
detailed ana~sis.

The mean mass rate of air entrainment per unit area in the vertical
plane of the flame envelope is, from equations (5) and (20)

ml~ = ~,,:1.3 x :1.0- 3 x 0.16 x 0.36 x J;;... J::U)/rl/./Tf<

-..r 0-0(,1 "1' (c>-~Jit..

Since m~ is proportioned to J~e-~--!7-r.--rt small variations in e
are not important.

The total mass rate of air entrainment per unit length of strip is

m~ = 0.062 x 10..,3 J;\... 'l' '2.l- in c.g.s. units

Eliminating L by means of equation (18) gives m6;m; as 31. If
the nominal calorific value is taken as 2500 cal/gram (allowing for
radiation loss) and the specific heat as 0.24 cal gram-10~1, the· value
of 31 gives an effective mean temperature rise of 320 degC.

If it is assumed that the temperature distribution across a
horizontal plume through the mean flame tip is the same as for a plume
from a thermal line source, the data of Rouse, Yih and Humphries can be
employed to obtain the equivalent centre line temperature.

The effective mean temperature is given by H/m'c where m' is the
integrated mean mass flux. From the equations for velocity and
temperature given by Rouse, Yih and Humphries, the ratio of the maximum
centre-line' temperature to H/mc can be evaluated' as 1.47, giving the
flame tip temperature rise as 470 degC. This is of the same order but
is less than the temperature at which a' hot carbon particle is visible.

For a flame· idealised in the form of a c~ne or a pyramid with the
burner as a base the vertical projection of the flame envelope m~ be
taken as '113>\-/'2.. for a circular base and 2DL for a square fire.· The
total rate of air entrainment for a square-based fire will therefore be
expected to be about
i

= 0.06 x 10-3 2DL J;"\.- in c.g.s. units.

If instead of equation (12i) a line were drawn through the data of
Fig.3 having a slope of ~, a slight distortion is introduced but this
makes the oomparison between theory and experiment much easier., The best
line of slope !- is .

L
D

2 r
= 420 (mw?'

D5
e.g.s. units • • •• • • • • • • •• (21)

--

Eliminating L by means of equation (21) gives the ratio of air to
'fuel (molIDw) as 33.

For a radially ~etrical source the factor 1.47 is replaced by
1.67 as a result of app Iyang the appropriate plume equations and it m~

- 10 -
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then be shown that the air/fuel ratio 33, corresponds to a flame tip temperature
rise of 510 degC. In view of the assumptions and approximations made; these
results can be regarded,as sati~actor,y.

A PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF ,ENTRAINMENT CALCULATIONS
TO FIRE PROTECTION WITHIN BUILDINGS

An interesting practical problem arises in the control of fire spread in a
building without a complete fire division wall. Consider a fire extending over
that area of the floor beneath a part of the ceiling bounded by vertical curtains
extending down from the ceiling, as illustrated in Fig.8. Air enters,the fire
from four sides and hot gases are exhausted through a' hole in the roof. It is
assumed that the total inlet area is large enough in relation to the roof vent
for the horizontal air f19w to' be given by equation (21). The value of the vent
area A is sought for given values of building beight h curtain depth d
curtain perimeter ~ and curtained area a. For 9 = 1000 degC and To =
29) degK the' application of equations (5) and (21) gives' the total air flow,
neglecting effe.cts at the .comers, as

The' mass rate of fuel input is m"1 a. With 0.6 as the discharge coefficient for
the roof vent, the discharge due solely to the buoyancy of hot gases 'of depth d
is calculated as

'.

-.
" .......

Combining these quantities and insert.ing numerical values

..••..•....' (22)3 h )3/2 "' .-x 10- l (h--:d + m a,' = 0.015 AJd1.9".

in c.g. s.uni ta
which is the theoretical relatiqn,sbip between A and h-d for no f~~es or hot
gases to emerge under the curtain. Some experiments were made with a =61 cm2
d = 30 em, r =244 cm and m"~, =, 6 gram/s of town gas. The measured and
calCulated results given in Table 2 agree satisfactorily. The calculations are
for no spill of hot gas while the'observ~tions refer, to no visible flame.

TABLE 2

Heights of opening to prevent
spillage of flame

.,

1 .. , ,
:Vep.t :area···· " - ,.

'-OP~hing he~ght (h-d)..~
.~ r,.~: ::'A .'~ .'~.~" :: ' .. ,- ... - , .

\' :-. , , :
Mea'5ur~d~ "' Cal.culated., , ,. e,,

"('cm2 I ,
"

I cm cm;
~ ,

~232 ." 8 8.5
,522 21 1}
932 33 28

/
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If' this is the me.jor part of. the explanation for the slight difference,
practical applications of this method will incorporate a safety factor.

Calculations for this kind of situation employing methods described
by Fujita(25), Kawagoe(26) and ~okoi(27) lead to air flows approximately an
order larger and consequently to much greater vents or deeper curtains than
are in fact necessary. This discrepancy arises because the method used by
the Japanese workers is applicable only to situations where there is a
relatively slow movement of the hot €/lses within the enclosure. This allavs
the velocity head of the inlet and outlet flow to be calculated from
pressure differences arising within the enclosure as in conventional
"chimney theory". Such large pressure differences do not arise where there
is a significant vertical acceleration.

COMPARISON WITH YOKOI' S DATA

Yokoi(1)'~s measured temperatures at various heights above alcohol
fires of va.rious ., sizes and has employed the dimensionless parameters·

H and z/r appearing in equation (1) except that to make presumably a
first approximation for the secondary effects of density in the "hot"
part of the plume he has used the local density P instead of "Po. For
different rectangular shapes of burning tray wit't sides W and 1 he
took an equivalent radius

instead of D

and a shape factor

n = W/l

The range of H2/r5 which a.rises in equation (1) was relatively small,
about 2:1. and although no data on flame heights are reported, only about
25 ~er cent variation in· L/r would be expected on the basis of equation
(12). The dimensionless relation similar to equation (1) was used by
Yokoi to obtain flame heights taking a temperature rise of 500 or 550 degC
to define' the limits of the radiating region which may for practical
purposes be regarded as the visible flame tip. These results may now be
compared with those described earlier in this paper, using the' criterion
of 500 degC which as seen. from the above is close to' the values-
calculated from the entrainment of the air into the flame. .

Inserting the value Yokoi empl.oys for c, the value of? at
500 degC, 2500 eel/gram for the net convective calorific value of wood,
and inserting Qc = 500 degC; his ..correlation which is the form of
equation (1) can be redrawn as a relation between ~ and m2

w/r5 and a
direct comparison made with the correlations given r in this paper.
However, to retain his results ·in.·their ori~inal form the .reverse
procedure was adopted, namely, equation (12) has in effect been 'super
imposed qn Yokoi's results as shown' in Fig.9. The discrepancy in trend
between the two sets of data- is a result of their··d·ifferent basis.
However, !the 'results agree in the region of z/r Ln the range 2 to 3
correspo*ding to the heights of the flames for Yokoi's exp~riments.

t-~_.._. - ~..• _, _••

Yok6i gives. data relating the temperature rise 't~- S, " the .
distance along the trajectory of hot gas emerging from wiI!dows, when
there/is no wall above them, a condition Yokoi refers to as ""free space".

- 12 -
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He also gives data relating S to the corresponding vertical height Z which is
always less than S

In comparing these data with corresponding data on flame height the
following approximations and assumptions have been made:-

Z ..!- S
•

In equation (18) mw is the total rate of burning whilst in
Yokoi's correlation H is the heat _passing through the window.
It has been assumed that the difference in origin is partially
compensated for by using L from the base of the window in a
manner analogous to S from the top of the wiildow. -The error L
entailed in this procedure tends to decrease at large values of D
and z/r.

(3) Flame height and temperature depend on m. and Hi respectively
not on m and H.

(1 )

(2)

In the region of z/r and (if) where the results follow the expected
relation for a line source, i.e. ,®. zjr is constant; it would be expected
from this last assumption that @.~/r is constant.

Yokoi's data for different values of n do in fact ~ollow this law as is
seen in Fig.10 and the equation is

•

1

n3 -, ®. Z/r ~ 1.0

where he uses half the window height for .f..
After substituting for n and r the expression becomes

Z = 1.0 (TrTo _\ ir-: cr)
With To 290~, c =0.24 cal gram-1 °C-1 Qc =500 degC ~ =

0.000456 gram/cc and an effective calorific value of 2,500 cal/gram

Z = 160

which may be compared with equation (18) which is also plotted in Fig.10 in the
equivalent form

= •••••••••••• "(23)

For line sources on the ground Yokoi gives

= ............ (24)

also shown in Fig.10~

The discrepancy between this latter set of temperature data and the flame
length data is less. To get still better agreement a higher effective calorific
value or a lower temperature criterion would have to be assumed. Some increase
in the assumed calorific value is possible of course, but not nearly enough to
account for the discrepancy.- A much lower temperature would not seem reasonable

- 13 -



either. The use of the nomal ambient density for air (1.3 x 10'-3 gram/cc)
makes the discrepancies greater.

There is however no real reason why there should be any close agreement
although ,correlations exhibiting the same trends would be expected between
the variables z and Qi) • On the one hand there is a variation in a
parameter through a region where conservation of heat obtains and on the
other a variation determined by the limiting position of an extended region
of heat generation. It will be shown in the next section that a similar
comparison can be usefully made when there is the added influence of a wind.

EFFECT OF WIND ON hAws LENGTH

Cribs of white-pine sticks hs.ve been burnt in a wind. The
experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.11. In order to vary the rate of
burning independently of the overall base dimensions of the cribs" sticks
of square sections 1, t and ! inches were used. The cribs were 3 feet wide
with their sides parallel to'the wind protected by non-combustible board.
The length of the cribs in the direction of the wind was' varied from
6 inches to 2 feet and the cribs were all less the.n 6 inches high. The'
moisture content of each.crib was determined and in most of the
experiments it was 11 per cent though in some it was as low as 9 or,a-s 111'&11
as 15 per cent. Each crib was mounted on non-combustible in'sulating board
extending to the lee and the whole supported on a balance and loss of wood
from the crib was prevented by surrounding the lee side with wire netting.
The results of ,expeH.ments in still air hs.ve been referred to previously~

The speed of the applied wind which was in the range 5 - 15 n/s
was adjusted first to the required value using a vane anemometer. The
crib was shielded and lit using a small quantity of kerosine and the shield
removed after it min. The loss in weight of the crib was recorded and
time-lapse photographs taken at 5-second intervals. The mass rate of
burning was determined during the period when it was effectively constant
and the ten or so photographs taken during ths.t time were used to obtain
average values of the flame length L to the tip of the continuous
flame (Fig.11).

Values of the inclination of the flame and the height above ground
were also obtained but will be reported elsewhere. In some of the early
experiments the extension of the base board was very short and the
results were stUdied to see if there was any noticeable difference
arising from this. None that was significant compared with the
experimental variation was found and these results' were pooled with the
others.

The results were analysed statistically and the following equation
, obtained: '.:: '.

•

112-

~ = 68 (f:-'}» . . . . .. . . .. (25)

.. ~ ..-._..

where":i~r' th~ sake of presenting the results in dimensionless variables
the value <» for air 10 was inserted. Had the cribs not been
effectively ibfinite or hs.d the Reynolds number been relevant there
would hs.ve been a residual effect of D over and above that in the two
variables '(2. and ~ • There was in fact a slight one but it ~s not

significant at the 5 per cent level. Its sign was positive ,-Le..]l' ,
increased slightly with D and this probably corresponds to, an effect of
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Reynolds number not of crib width. The range of Reynolds number (l,)~) was
104 to 2 :z: 105 and over this ran~ flame' length varied as '

0.08 .'> ~t( 2 1!2
L ex. Re for a gaven D and DO........... (26)

In some experiments' the Reynolds number at the base of the flame was below
103 but there was no sy~tematic effect on L and moreover this is not regarded
as a major criterion, the more relevant Graehof number baaed on the height of
the top of the flame was in the range 108 to 5 x 1010• In view of the weakness,
and lack of statistical significance of the effect it was disregarded.

The' results are shown graphically in Fig.12 as Dk ( !e )0. 11 plotted
wlM. IlL r:;:: 2 gD

against /fCJ ~. The range' of values of !L. was between 0.5 and 20. For
&1

comparison the data from Fig.7 are also shown with (U2 )0.11 nominally
constant at 0.82. gD

The standard deviation of the individual results about the regression line
of equation (25) corresponds to ± 16 per cent and the overall correlation
coefficient was 0..985.' No part of this variation could be ascribed to the
variation in moisture content. Further controlled experiments are being made to
explore this faotor~

There are two points of interest in equation (25) and Fig.12. Firstly,
the index 0.43 is somewhat larger than was found in any of the preceeding
correlations but the graphical plot in Fig.12 shows that a power law is an
approximation only and at' large values of ~ the index is lower and the results

lie closer to those for strip sources and windows in still air where the index
• 1
1S ~.

Secondly, the effect of wind speed on flame length is relatively small.

Over a range of 405 in .JL..) L varies by only 37 per cent. Other results'
iJ

show that the height which the flame reaches above the ground is affeoted much
more.

The reduction in flame length with increasing wind speed is presumably e;

result of better mixing.

m' = m"D

(~L )i
'MIl.

L

Equation (25) can be rearranged with no loss of accuracy as

(

" I p'lJ
= 68 ~\ -0.2,1

(w.'~fJ)
where

...
It may be noted in passin~ that the variable containing L is related to

~ as defined in equation (16) •

To obtain the' equation for a line source

was

(JE)\/1(~l )0." l

L I''N,I '&. ("'I/',} s1v~
plotted linear~ against ~ and extrapolated,,/2. to the zero value of
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This gives a provisional equation for a line source as

..
• eo· ••••( 55! 5)=

"

L fit\!
~~/l )

and this equation is shown in Fig.13.

L
jj' , to approachThe results for strip souroes tend, at large values of

equation (18) (Figs.7 and 12) which corresponds to

L (¥;:)! = 47

This may be taken as a limiting value for zero wind speed and is shown
as such in Fig.13.

In the same way as the data for flames in still air'have been compared
with Yokoi's temperature data, equation (27) can be co~ared with a
dimensionless correlation obtained from Rankine's data(28). This will be'
described in more detail(23) elsewhere, but a brief outline of the compaIison
follows. Rankine measured velocities and the temperature rise (always less
than 30 degC) at various distances downwind and above ground from a line
burner over a range of heat outputs from 3-35 cal cm-1 s-1 and ,wind speeds
of 45-150 cm/s. Except near to the ground the temperature data would be
expected on dimlUlllional grounds to be correlated by

where

,Cl'\ e :>L

& -co (k'3-T./(e\? =

(
f ( t;;)'/~ U
ti' '3-

and except near, thegz'ound where there is heat
the flow" correlation based on these variables

.......

loss and the cool edges of
is very good.

(28)

•

Rankine's own detailed heat balance suggests there is about a 5 per cent
loss to the ground and this has been disregarded here i as have the small
variations in density in calculating the dimensionless parameters., The
maximum value of 'CB>~ occurred slightly above the ground (at z/... in the
range 0.05 to 0.07). This maximum was evaluated for each of a range of
values of J1.-. The following values were then inserted into QP,; and
J2., To = 2900Je, , ' ,

e= 500 degC, C = 0.24 I = ~~f.., HI = 2500 m~

and x = L, where 2500 cal/gram was again taken as the effective calor:i.fic
value of wood allowing for radiation loss, etc., and the flame tip: has been
assumed to be defined %.a: temperature rise of 500 degC. The relation
between the maximum ~ and Jt. then appears as a relation between'

L (~ rb~/~)!, and V!.lfl( ""I~)!- which has been plotted inFig.13.

Yokoi's data for line sources in still air (equation (24» have similarly
been used to obtain a limiting value of zero wind speed.

Unlike the results for flames, the trend is for dimensionless
temperature to increase with wind speed though there is some sign that this
increase is lower at higher wind speeds, but since small variations in'
heat loss might produce sufficient changes in ® to' make a weak trend
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reverse its direction, it is not possible to attach too much significance to
. this feature of the comparison without further analysis. What is interesting
and from a practical point of view, useful, is that the actual values deduced
for the dimensional flame length are comparable with the ones measured in what
is in fact a very different experiment.

DISCUSSI ON - CONCLUSIONS

It has proved pos~ible to apply a highly simplified dimensionless analysis
to relating flame length to rate of burning and scale. Limitations to the
accuracy of these experiments are not of much consequence to the type of
practical application envisaged but preclude a discussion of some of the detailed
aspects of the behaviour and more experimental results are required, particularly
for the effect of wind on· flames to pursue some of the questions involved.
Neverthele'ss, reasonable quantitative agreement has been achieved in relating
the concepts of entrainment in plumes to the determination of flame size and the
work has been in part related to similar work on the scaling of flow of hot gases.
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FLAMES FROM CRIB ON SQUARE BASE OF 101 CM
.. (EXPOSURE TIME 1/10 SEC.)
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GENERAL VIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
FOR STUDYING FIRES FROM CRIBS BURNING IN
CUBICAL ENCLOSURES (MEASURED SCALE NOT SHOWN)
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